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Abstract
A method of testing the hypothesis of the kind H0: C′1M = C′2M in two independent multivariate
linear models is presented using the concept of generalized p-values introduced by Tsui and Weerahandi
[K.W. Tsui, S. Weerahandi, Generalized p-values in significance testing of hypothesis in the presence of
nuisance parameters, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 84 (1989) 602–607] under the assumption of error matrix
variate normality and heteroscedasticity. This method calculates the exact p-value in the generalized sense.
Nel [D.G. Nel, Tests for equality of parameter matrices in two multivariate linear models, J. Multivariate
Anal. 61 (1997)29– 37] provided an approximate degrees of freedom test to test this hypothesis.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider two multivariate linear models Yi = Xii + εi ; i = 1, 2, where Yi : Ni × p; the
design matrices Xi : Ni × k are of full rank. Assume that εi : Ni × p are independently normally
distributed NNip(0,i ⊗ INi ), where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker or direct product of matrices.
In this paper we explore the concept of generalized p-value to test the hypothesis of the kind
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H0: C′1M = C′2M , where C′: g × k of rank g and M: p × v of rank v are known matrices.
Nel [3] provided an approximate degrees of freedom test for testing this hypothesis.
The concept of generalized p-values was introduced by Tsui and Weerahandi [5]. Since then
this concept has been applied to solve a number of problems where conventional methods are
difficult to apply or fail to provide exact solutions. For a discussion of several applications, the
reader is referred to the books by Weerahandi [7,8]. Gamage [1] obtained an upper bound for the
generalized p-value testing the equality of means of two multivariate populations with unequal
covariance matrices and Gamage et al. [2] used generalized p-values and generalized confidence
intervals to find exact solutions to multivariate Behrens–Fisher problem and to MANOVA prob-
lem. Weerahandi [6] considered testing equality of regression parameters in the univariate case. In
this article we extend the method of solution given in Gamage et al. [2] to find an exact solution to
testing H0 in the sense that it is based on an exact probability statement as required in the contest
of generalized inference.
2. Generalized p-value for testing the hypothesis H0: C′1M = C′2M
Under the least square conditions the maximum likelihood estimators of i are Fi =
(X′iXi)−1X′iYi and Fi ∼ Nkp(i ,i ⊗ Wi), where Wi = (X′iXi)−1.
Unbiased estimators of i are Si = 1ni Ei , Ei = Y ′i Yi − F ′i (X′iXi)Fi , ni = Ni − k (see [3]).
Now we apply the technique developed by Gamage et al. [2] to calculate the generalized
p-value for testing H0: C′1M = C′2M .
Let
si = (Si)observed, Gi =
[
(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 ⊗ Ig
]
[M ′ ⊗ C′]Vec(Fi),
θi =
[
(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 ⊗ Ig
]
[M ′ ⊗ C′]Vec(i ),
Vi = ni(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 M ′SiM(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 ,
i = (M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 [M ′iM](M ′s1M + M ′s2M)− 12 , vi = [Vi]observed,
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, i = 1, 2,
Z = [1 ⊗ C′W1C + 2 ⊗ C′W2C]− 12 ( G1 − G2), and
T = Z′
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Then niM ′SiM ∼ Wv(ni,M ′iM), Vi ∼ Wv(ni,i ), Ri ∼ Wv(ni, Iv), i = 1, 2 and
Z ∼ N(0, Ivg).
Note that the observed value of T is
t = [Vec(F1 − F2)]′[M ⊗ C][(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)−1 ⊗ Ig][M ′ ⊗ C′][Vec(F1 − F2)]
= [Vec(F1 − F2)]′[M(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)−1M ′ ⊗ CC′]Vec(F1 − F2)
= tr[(F1 − F2)′CC′(F1 − F2)M(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)−1M ′]
= tr[M ′(F1 − F2)′CC′(F1 − F2)M(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)−1]
= [Vec(C′(F1 − F2)M)]′[(M ′s1M + M ′s2M)−1 ⊗ Ig]−1Vec(C′(F1 − F2)M),
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which is independent of unknown parameters when H0: C′1M = C′2M is true. Also Ri ∼
Wv(ni, Iv), i = 1, 2 and when H0 is true Z ∼ N(0, Ivg) and they are independent of unknown
parameters. Hence when H0 is true, the distribution of T is free of unknown parameters. Thus T
is a generalized test variable.
Last two expressions of the observed value of the generalized test variable T are very similar
to the Lawley–Hotelling statistic given in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) respectively in Nel [3].
Now the generalized p-value for testing the null hypothesis is calculated as
p = P(T > t/H0).
3. Example
In this section we reanalyze the example presented by Nel [3]. The data set for this example is
the chemical reaction data of Rencher [4, p. 370].
For this data set we have
W1 =


141.3625 −0.825813 −0.150231 0.1167265
−0.825813 0.0051975 −0.001206 −0.001539
−0.150231 −0.001206 0.0138533 −0.003592
0.1167265 −0.001539 −0.003592 0.0379682

 ,
W2 =


149.70728 −0.74558 −0.816636 −0.357504
−0.74558 0.0038295 0.0037021 0.0004236
−0.816636 0.0037021 0.0077887 −0.002456
−0.357504 0.0004236 −0.002456 0.0529226

 ,
s1 =

 1.32 4.91 −6.014.91 27.6 −31.18
−6.01 −31.18 35.83

 , s2 =

 7.85 −3.58 −4.02−3.58 15.73 −6.71
−4.02 −6.71 7.43

 ,
F1 =


341.52 −7.52 −198.32
−1.57 0.28 1.10
−1.68 0.51 0.99
−1.80 0.45 1.15

 , and F2 =


313.70 −41.95 −118.52
−1.45 0.47 0.70
−1.24 0.27 0.65
−2.69 1.84 0.86

 .
The observed value of the generalized test variable is 476.88 and the corresponding generalized
p-value for testing the hypothesis H0:1 = 2 is 0.68 and hence the parameter matrices can be
concluded to be equal.
4. Concluding remarks
The concept of generalized p-value is introduced by Tsui and Weerahandi [5]. Since then
the concept is successfully applied to solve many multivariate and univariate statistical test-
ing problems where conventional methods are difficult to apply or fail to provide exact
solutions. We have succeeded in obtaining an exact test for testing equality of parameter matri-
ces in two multivariate linear models under heteroscedasticity using the concept of generalized
p-values.
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